Doctor well for some its just a collection of six alphabets not just for an illiterate but also for those great personalities who have it as a prefix with their name.

Being a doctor, whether you are a surgeon, specialist, a physician, or even have turned yourself into a teacher or as for some girls into a house wife, isn’t a child’s play.

Having a prefix Dr should impose in yourself a sense of responsibility of being caring, understanding and passionate, and at the same time having a soft heart would be like icing sugar on cake!

As the picture depict according to me, is reflecting a doctor, who himself is uncertain about his profession and duties, or according to my point of view, the doctor could have been a back bencher with careless attitude towards his profession. The Picture is representing a taunt towards the doctor. Being a part of an under developed country, we should consider the status of our patients first, rather than seeking our own benefits about making money and taking advantage of their innocence. This picture shows us two sides of this profession.

“Having an arrow through head” doesn’t show at all about the disease of the patient. Its just a phrase telling us that something is wrong with the brain, but what exactly is wrong? This phrase tells us about the lack of knowledge of the doctor and his poor diagnosis. It gives us a great lesson, especially to those medical students who have non-serious attitude towards their studies. Correct diagnosis of the disease is the prime duty of the doctor. A correct diagnosis leads to the best treatment.

A second image given to us by this picture is a bitter truth of our society. Some of the doctors are merely sitting in hospitals to make money. Scaring the patient and by prescribing them with multiple medicines make the patient sure that he/she has some serious disease, and he/she becomes the victim of the move played by doctors. Writing a prescription with a handful of tests would give doctors no clue about the disease of his patient and at the same time creating a panic situation for his patients doesn’t suit the personality of a doctor.

As the wise man say “A picture is better than thousand words. This picture has a silent message for all the doctors around the world. Robbing the money of patient by wrong diagnosis on purpose, or poor diagnosis due to lack of knowledge is a common practice world wide.

It is the “Practice” we are supposed to do after becoming doctors. All the students related to medical field should ask themselves about this question.

We are living in a country with literacy rate of only 36% which means that most of the patient we are going to face, would lack medical sense, and would fall prey to your words. Islam on the same side doesn’t allow us to cheat on anyone. Islam teaches us to be courteous and to be wise.

Therefore being future doctors we should keep in view the social and economical status of our patients, and at the same time keep in view the teachings of Islam.

We are becoming doctors to serve humanity not to pick pockets of needy.